
blade

cloak

mask

book

effects

Devil's Bargain.+

Background matches target.+

Backup (Assist). They take 
1 stress.+

    force
    finesse
    influence
    insight
    maneuver
    will

desperate rolls

downtime bonus diceplanninggather information
Choose your carried Items.
Restore your Armor.
Recover & indulge your Vice.
and choose 1:

 � Reduce heat on the crew.
 � Work on a project clock.
 � Acquire an asset.

Choose the plan the characters have 
made, establish a detail, cut to the action.

 � Assault plan: Point of attack.
 � Deception plan: Method.
 � Infiltration plan: Entry point.
 � Occult plan: Arcane power.
 � Social plan: Social connection.

 � What do they intend to do?
 � What might I suspect based 
on this?

 � What's the danger here?
 � Where could I go to find X?
 � Ask about a detail for a 
plan.

teamwork: on point teamwork: backup

Lead a group action. Suffer an effect for the 
character on point.

Follow through on a setup.

Assist another character.Overcome a group problem.

Set up another character.

coin     stash




 

notes

affiliation—drink—drugs—faith—gambling—lovers—luxuries—weird

name

lasting effects

look

heritage:   akoros—dagger isles—
iruvia—severos—skovlan—tycheros

background: academic—bluecoat—labor—
merchant—noble—underworld

    vice

+heavystress armortrauma

 Fine hand weapon
 Fine large weapon
 Manacles & chain
 Rage essence vials
 Wrecker tools
 Concealed blade
 Spiritbane charm

 Marlane, a pugilist

 Thena, a veteran warrior

 Chael, a vicious thug

 Mercy, a cold killer

 Grace, an extortionist

 Stras, a clever blade

A Blade or Two 
Throwing Knives 

A Pistol & Shot 
A Large Weapon 

An Unusual Weapon 
Armor  +Heavy 

Burglary Tools 
Climbing Gear 

Books / Maps 
Spectrology Gear 

Subterfuge Supplies 
Tinkering Tools 

battleborn

 Deadly: Any attack you make does +1d effect or ignores 1 
armor, your choice, moment to moment.

 Not As Bad As It Looked: After a battle, you instantly get 
two ticks toward recovering from lasting effects.

 Wolfpack: Take 1 stress to give your team +1d Force in battle.

 Not to be Trifled With: In combat, you ignore 1 level of 
scale differential.

 Battleborn: You get special armor against physical attacks in 
combat. When you roll a critical in combat, clear 1 stress.

 Daring: When you roll 1-3 and choose to try again with more 
risk, you get +1d.

	Experienced: Choose an additional background with which 
you get a bonus.

  Veteran: Choose a special ability from another playbook.

cutter

 � Defeat a superior opponent.
 � Solve a problem with violence.
 � Destroy an enemy’s asset, influence, or resource.
 � Express your relationship to the crew. Why are you here?

playbook advancement

special abilities

dangerous friendsitems (3,4)Light. (5)Normal. (6,7)Heavy. Items in italics don't count.

    command
    mayhem
    murder
    stitch

    consort
    deceive
    discern
    sway

    feint
    prowl
    secure
    stalk

    attune
    cipher
    supply
    tinker

Arcy Dark, ripped, severe

Leviathan HunterFamily woman



blade

cloak

mask

book

effects

Devil's Bargain.+

Background matches target.+

Backup (Assist). They take 
1 stress.+

bonus dice

    force
    finesse
    influence
    insight
    maneuver
    will

desperate rolls

affiliation—drink—drugs—faith—gambling—lovers—luxuries—weird

name

lasting effects

look

background: academic—bluecoat—labor—
merchant—noble—underworld

    vice

downtimeplanninggather information
Choose your carried Items.
Restore your Armor.
Recover & indulge your Vice.
and choose 1:

 � Reduce heat on the crew.
 � Work on a project clock.
 � Acquire an asset.

notes

 � What do they intend to do?
 � What might I suspect based 
on this?

 � What's the danger here?
 � Where could I go to find X?
 � Ask about a detail for a 
plan.

Choose the plan the characters have 
made, establish a detail, cut to the action.

 � Assault plan: Point of attack.
 � Deception plan: Method.
 � Infiltration plan: Entry point.
 � Occult plan: Arcane power.
 � Social plan: Social connection.

teamwork: on point teamwork: backup

Lead a group action. Suffer an effect for the 
character on point.

Follow through on a setup.

Assist another character.Overcome a group problem.

Set up another character.

heritage:   akoros—dagger isles—
iruvia—severos—skovlan—tycheros

Canter Haig Man, Cold, Stern, Tricorn Hat, Long Coat

Corner boyOrphanage trash

+heavystress

 Fine lockpicks
 Fine, light climbing gear
 Shadow essence vials
 Silence potion vials
 Dark-sight goggles
 Concealed blade
 Spiritbane charm

 Telda, a beggar

 Darmot, a bluecoat

 Frake, a locksmith

 Roslyn Kellis, a noble

 Petra, a city clerk

 Loop, a bounty hunter

A Blade or Two 
Throwing Knives 

A Pistol & Shot 
A Large Weapon 

An Unusual Weapon 
Armor  +Heavy 

Burglary Tools 
Climbing Gear 

Books / Maps 
Spectrology Gear 

Subterfuge Supplies 
Tinkering Tools 

armortrauma

coin     stash




 

shadow

 Ambush: When you attack from hiding or spring a prepared 
trap, add +1d to your roll.

	Composure: Add an additional stress box.

 Intensity: You may spend 2 stress on any roll, for +1d.

 Scout: When you fill segments of a progress clock for any 
kind of reconnaissance or infiltration, fill +1 segment.

 Shadow: You get special armor vs. detection and security. 
When you roll a critical on an athletic feat or during an 
infiltration, clear 1 stress.

 Daring: When you roll 1-3 and choose to try again with more 
risk, you get +1d.

	Experienced: Choose an additional background with which 
you get a bonus.

  Veteran: Choose a special ability from another playbook.

lurk

 � Discover a powerful or compromising secret.
 � Infiltrate a new, challenging, or interesting location.
 � Execute an operation without being detected.
 � Express your relationship to the crew. Why are you here?

playbook advancement

special abilities

keen friendsitems (3)Light. (4,5)Normal. (6)Heavy. Items in italics don't count.

    command
    mayhem
    murder
    stitch

    consort
    deceive
    discern
    sway

    feint
    prowl
    secure
    stalk

    attune
    cipher
    supply
    tinker



blade

cloak

mask

book

effects

Devil's Bargain.+

Background matches target.+

Backup (Assist). They take 
1 stress.+

bonus dice

    force
    finesse
    influence
    insight
    maneuver
    will

desperate rolls

affiliation—drink—drugs—faith—gambling—lovers—luxuries—weird

name

lasting effects

look

background: academic—bluecoat—labor—
merchant—noble—underworld

    vice

downtimeplanninggather information
Choose your carried Items.
Restore your Armor.
Recover & indulge your Vice.
and choose 1:

 � Reduce heat on the crew.
 � Work on a project clock.
 � Acquire an asset.

notes
coin     stash




 

beyond

 � What do they intend to do?
 � What might I suspect based 
on this?

 � What's the danger here?
 � Where could I go to find X?
 � Ask about a detail for a 
plan.

Choose the plan the characters have 
made, establish a detail, cut to the action.

 � Assault plan: Point of attack.
 � Deception plan: Method.
 � Infiltration plan: Entry point.
 � Occult plan: Arcane power.
 � Social plan: Social connection.

teamwork: on point teamwork: backup

Lead a group action. Suffer an effect for the 
character on point.

Follow through on a setup.

Assist another character.Overcome a group problem.

Set up another character.

heritage:   akoros—dagger isles—
iruvia—severos—skovlan—tycheros

+heavystress

 Fine spirit anchor
 Fine lightning-hook
 Spirit-sight mask
 Demon blood vials
 Ghost key
 Demonbane charm
 Spiritbane charm

 Nyryx, a possessor ghost

 Hoxan, a rogue spirit

 Scurlock, a vampire

 Setarra, a demon

 Quellyn, a witch

 Flint, a spirit trafficker

A Blade or Two 
Throwing Knives 

A Pistol & Shot 
A Large Weapon 

An Unusual Weapon 
Armor  +Heavy 

Burglary Tools 
Climbing Gear 

Books / Maps 
Spectrology Gear 

Subterfuge Supplies 
Tinkering Tools 

armortrauma

 Channel: Use electroplasmic energy to produce supernatural 
effects. Costs stress equal to the magnitude of the effect (0-4).

 Control: You can attune to the ghost field to compel a spirit 
or demon to follow a direct instruction you give it.

 Strange Methods: When you tinker with a device, tool, or 
weapon, you may include electroplasmic or arcane features.

 Summon: Perform a ritual to force a supernatural being to appear 
before you. Costs stress equal to the magnitude of the being (2-6).

 Beyond: You get special armor vs. supernatural effects. When 
you roll a critical while dealing with arcane powers, clear 1 stress.

 Daring: When you roll 1-3 and choose to try again with more 
risk, you get +1d.

	Experienced: Choose an additional background with which 
you get a bonus.

  Veteran: Choose a special ability from another playbook.

whisper

 � Encounter a new spirit or demon and interact with it.
 � Learn something new about spectrology or demonic lore.
 � Acquire or craft a strange item related to demons or spirits.
 � Express your relationship to the crew. Why are you here?

playbook advancement

special abilities

strange friendsitems (3)Light. (4,5)Normal. (6)Heavy. Items in italics don't count.

    command
    mayhem
    murder
    stitch

    consort
    deceive
    discern
    sway

    feint
    prowl
    secure
    stalk

    attune
    cipher
    supply
    tinker

Oskar Scurlock

Project: Setarra's Favor

Project: Research weird tattoo inks

Project: Learn whisper secrets from Silver

Young man, pale, striking

Known mysticCursed family line



    gangs

    lair

    morale

    resources

    transport

 Adepts

 Killers

 Thugs

 Rooks

 Shadows

 Rovers

roster

crew upgradescrew effects

notes products

adepts

Vincen

Kyra

Tor

Vetta

rooks

Lyzelle

Corlane

Grevor

Quinn

killers

Crane

Dro

Tevis

Aslyn

shadows

Avery

Merrick

Adra

Sloane

thugs

Zana

Chalk

Whistler

Grip

Rovers

Kam

Ruby

Hester

Drake

 Hidden Lair

 Secure Lair

 Library

 Quarters

 Vault

 Workshop

 Blade Training

 Book Training

 Cloak Training

 Mask Training

  Expertise

  Mastery

others

heat
wanted

hold

tier

coin

name lair

    renown  ambitious—brutal—daring—professional—subtle—strange

     |    

supplier
absent—bold—driven—careless—fiendish—
meticulous—patient—ruthless—savvy—weird

contacts

 Fine Client Perks

 Elite Thugs

 Elite Rooks

 Legit cover business

 Backup product stash

 Connected (-1 wanted level)

 Rolan Wott, a magistrate

 Laroze, a bluecoat

 Lydra, a broker

 Hoxley, a smuggler

 Anya, a dillettante 

 Marlo, a gang boss

 � Overcome challenges to maintain the smooth and profitable 
sale of your product.

 � Expand your business with new or improved product or new clients.
 � Complete a profitable side job (of your own or for a client).
 � Contend with challenges above your current station.

crew advancement

 Silver Tongues: Each PC chooses to take level 1 in Consort, 
Decieve, Sway, or Influence (choose one which is currently zero).

	Silver Palms: You know how to manage your money. When 
you earn coin during development, earn +1 coin.

	Lookouts: When someone messes with you on your turf, 
you get advance warning of who and how many. Take +1d to a 
transport roll if you pack up your operation to avoid that trouble.

	The Good Stuff: Your product is very appealing. When you 
deal with another crew or faction, the GM will tell you who among 
them is hooked on it (one, a few, many, or all).

	Barter: You can produce 1 coin worth of spare product at a 
moment's notice, but using it adds +2 heat (you're too close to it).

	Experienced: Choose an additional reputation with which 
you may employ your Renown.

  Veteran: Choose a special ability from another crew.

special abilities

factions

   The Unseen    iii 7

   Silver Nails    iii 6

   Scurlock    iii 5

   The Hive    iii 4

   The Circle of Flame    ii 4

   Lampblacks    ii 3

   Red Sashes    ii 3

   Dimmer Sisters    i 5

   Ironborn    i 3

   Fog Hounds    0 2

   The Lampreys    0 3

   The Lost    0 3

   Duskwall Council    iv 8

   Skovlan Refugees    iv 2

   Ironhook Prison    iii 9

   Spirit Wardens    iii 6

   Bluecoats    iii 7

   Inspectors    i 9

   Leviathan Hunters    iii 8

   Sailors    ii 5

   Dockers    ii 4

   Gondoleers    ii 4

   Cabbies    i 3

   Rail Jacks    i 3

   Church of the 
Ecstasy of the Flesh    iii 5

   The Weeping Lady    ii 5

   The Path of Echoes    ii 4

   The Forgotten Gods    i 3

   Deathalnds 
Scavengers    0 3

     

     

     

     

ti
er

ho
ld

hawkers
6 Towers Gang

Leviathan blood

Harrington

Scurlock Manor
0

0


